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Developments from the original study of GOODSDevelopments from the original study of GOODS--NN
Statistical properties of the radio source population to a few Statistical properties of the radio source population to a few µµJyJy

The proposed new ultraThe proposed new ultra--deep deep ee--MERLIN + EVLA study of MERLIN + EVLA study of 
the GOODSthe GOODS--N field (N field (ee--MERGE Survey)MERGE Survey)

Imaging the radio source population to a few Imaging the radio source population to a few µµJyJy



••For those For those obectsobects with with 
measured measured redshiftsredshifts, , 
centimetriccentimetric radio and farradio and far--IR IR 
luminosities are two of the luminosities are two of the 
best extinctionbest extinction--free free 
measures of starmeasures of star--formation formation 
rate at high rate at high redshiftredshift..

••Radio observations of the Radio observations of the 
subsub--mJymJy radio source radio source 
population can thus be used population can thus be used 
to study how the starto study how the star--
formation density varies formation density varies 
with cosmic epoch?with cosmic epoch?

••How does AGN activity How does AGN activity 
(feedback) effect star(feedback) effect star--
formation ?formation ?

••What is the nature of the What is the nature of the 
faint AGN population ?faint AGN population ?

StarStar--formation at High formation at High RedshiftRedshift

HDF (N)

At flux densities <1mJy (1.4GHz) there is an 
emerging population of faint radio sources that 
are dominated by distant star-forming galaxies. 

However there is continuing debate as to the 
nature of any underlying, possibly obscured AGN 
population present in the µJy radio sources.

Richards, Owen, Fomalont, Kellermann, Windhorst, Smolcic, Yun, Biggs, 

Seymour, Jarvis, Chapman, McHardy, Norris, Garrett, Muxlow…….

BondiBondi et al 2008et al 2008



EVLAEVLA
The EVLA with a continuum sensitivity 10 The EVLA with a continuum sensitivity 10 

times that of the VLA, is a superbly  times that of the VLA, is a superbly  
powerful survey instrument to detect powerful survey instrument to detect 
distant stardistant star--forming galaxiesforming galaxies –– See See 
talks in this sessiontalks in this session

Radio emission from these starRadio emission from these star--forming forming 
galaxies is steepgalaxies is steep--spectrum, so spectrum, so 
observations are at relatively low observations are at relatively low 
frequencies, where most of the frequencies, where most of the 
systems are only marginally resolved.systems are only marginally resolved.

Higher angular resolution is required to  Higher angular resolution is required to  
investigate the detailed nature of the investigate the detailed nature of the 
starstar--formation processes and to formation processes and to 
investigate feedback mechanisms and investigate feedback mechanisms and 
separate the AGN and starburst separate the AGN and starburst 
emission in emission in individualindividual galaxies. galaxies. Z~5                           Z=0Z~5                           Z=0



Optical fibre connection to telescopes Optical fibre connection to telescopes 
replacing narrowreplacing narrow--band radio links.band radio links.

New WIDAR correlator.New WIDAR correlator.

2GHz/pol (C & K), 400MHz/pol (L).2GHz/pol (C & K), 400MHz/pol (L).

Data rate 128Mb/s/tel Data rate 128Mb/s/tel  30Gb/s/tel.30Gb/s/tel.

Sensitivity Sensitivity  1 1 µµJy/bmJy/bm in 18hrs             in 18hrs             
( ~ 30 over current system).( ~ 30 over current system).

MFS produces full MFS produces full uvuv--coverage.coverage.

Resolution: 200mas LResolution: 200mas L--BandBand
50mas C50mas C--BandBand

ee--MERLIN MERLIN –– extending the EVLA resolutionextending the EVLA resolution
-- when observing at higher frequencies is inappropriatewhen observing at higher frequencies is inappropriate……

7 telescopes7 telescopes

12 12 –– 220 km220 km
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Original MERLIN+VLA Deep LOriginal MERLIN+VLA Deep L--Band StudiesBand Studies

Deep integrations on a number of fields (Deep integrations on a number of fields (egeg SASA--13, 13, LockmanLockman,  HDF,  HDF--N).N).

Correlator limitations restrict fields of view (typically 10 Correlator limitations restrict fields of view (typically 10 arcminarcmin diameter)diameter)

Resultant combination images with resolutions 200Resultant combination images with resolutions 200--500 500 masmas and noise and noise 
levels of 3 levels of 3 -- 66µµJy/bmJy/bm



Original MERLIN+VLA Deep LOriginal MERLIN+VLA Deep L--Band StudiesBand Studies
Hubble Deep Field North, ~100 radio sources were imaged above a Hubble Deep Field North, ~100 radio sources were imaged above a 

completeness limit of 40completeness limit of 40µµJy. Data date from mid 90Jy. Data date from mid 90’’s                 s                 
[Muxlow et al 2005][Muxlow et al 2005]

Established that highEstablished that high--resolution combination Lresolution combination L--Band MERLIN/VLA Band MERLIN/VLA 
observations can morphologically distinguish AGN from starburst observations can morphologically distinguish AGN from starburst systems systems 

Below ~70Below ~70µµJy the radio population Jy the radio population 
becomes dominated by powerful becomes dominated by powerful 
starstar--forming galaxies typically at forming galaxies typically at 
z<1.5 and with SF rates of many z<1.5 and with SF rates of many 
times those seen in nearby startimes those seen in nearby star--
forming galaxies forming galaxies 



Original MERLIN+VLA Deep LOriginal MERLIN+VLA Deep L--Band StudiesBand Studies
Hubble Deep Field North, ~100 radio sources were imaged above a Hubble Deep Field North, ~100 radio sources were imaged above a 

completeness limit of 40completeness limit of 40µµJy. Data date from mid 90Jy. Data date from mid 90’’s                 s                 
[Muxlow et al 2005][Muxlow et al 2005]

Established that highEstablished that high--resolution combination Lresolution combination L--Band MERLIN/VLA Band MERLIN/VLA 
observations can morphologically distinguish AGN from starburst observations can morphologically distinguish AGN from starburst systems systems 

Below ~70Below ~70µµJy the radio population Jy the radio population 
becomes dominated by powerful becomes dominated by powerful 
starstar--forming galaxies typically at forming galaxies typically at 
z<1.5 and with SF rates of many z<1.5 and with SF rates of many 
times those seen in nearby startimes those seen in nearby star--
forming galaxies forming galaxies 

Around 15% of the population lie at Around 15% of the population lie at 
higher higher redshiftsredshifts, many of which are , many of which are 
also identified as subalso identified as sub--mm sources. mm sources. 

Some of the most luminous starburst Some of the most luminous starburst 
systems also show evidence for systems also show evidence for 
powerful embedded AGNpowerful embedded AGN

J123651+621221    J123651+621221    
z~2.6z~2.6

Hardest Chandra XHardest Chandra X--ray ray 
detection in HDFdetection in HDF



Recent DevelopmentsRecent Developments

From full combination imaging of the 8From full combination imaging of the 8’’ overlap regionoverlap region
with GOODSwith GOODS--N, radio emission at the level of a few N, radio emission at the level of a few µµJyJy
has been statistically detected associated with ACShas been statistically detected associated with ACS
galaxies brighter than a zgalaxies brighter than a z--band magnitude of 26band magnitude of 26

Identified as extended starburst systems withIdentified as extended starburst systems with
average properties similar to those staraverage properties similar to those star--formingforming
galaxies studied individually at higher flux densitiesgalaxies studied individually at higher flux densities

Average source diameters: Average source diameters: 
1.2 1.2 –– 1.6 1.6 arcsecarcsec

Radio emission within 2.0Radio emission within 2.0”” radius radius 
of 13030 zof 13030 z--band galaxies                 band galaxies                 
–– excluding bright sources and excluding bright sources and 
close galaxy pairsclose galaxy pairs

Muxlow et al 2007Muxlow et al 2007



New UltraNew Ultra--Deep Study of GOODSDeep Study of GOODS--NN
Part of a tiered Part of a tiered ee--MERLIN Legacy proposal MERLIN Legacy proposal –– the the ee--MERGEMERGE Survey isSurvey is
designed to study the formation and evolution of stardesigned to study the formation and evolution of star--forming galaxies andforming galaxies and
AGN out to AGN out to redshiftsredshifts > 5 > 5 

–– The The ee--MERMERlinlin GGalaxy alaxy EEvolution Surveyvolution Survey

Tier 0 Tier 0 –– Imaging radio emission from normal galaxies out to z ~ 5Imaging radio emission from normal galaxies out to z ~ 5
Deep imaging around clusters to utilise amplification by Deep imaging around clusters to utilise amplification by lensinglensing

Tier 1 Tier 1 –– A very deep directed survey of the A very deep directed survey of the μμJyJy radio source populationradio source population
Deep imaging of the Deep imaging of the µµJyJy radio source population in GOODSradio source population in GOODS--NN

Tier 2 Tier 2 –– A reliable cosmic census of starburst and AGN populationsA reliable cosmic census of starburst and AGN populations
Medium depth imaging over a number of fields (total area ~2 sq. Medium depth imaging over a number of fields (total area ~2 sq. degrees)degrees)

The combination of these tiers will The combination of these tiers will ensure a fullensure a full
sampling of the active and starsampling of the active and star--forming galaxyforming galaxy
radio luminosity function out to z~5 radio luminosity function out to z~5 

>60 CO>60 CO--Is from 9 countriesIs from 9 countries

Tier 0: Ian Tier 0: Ian SmailSmail [Durham], Tier 1: Tom Muxlow [Durham], Tier 1: Tom Muxlow 
[Manchester] Tier 2: Ian [Manchester] Tier 2: Ian McHardyMcHardy [Southampton] [Southampton] 

~2400 hours of ~2400 hours of ee--MERLIN time proposedMERLIN time proposed

All tiers will All tiers will 
require matched require matched 
EVLA dataEVLA data



New UltraNew Ultra--Deep Study of GOODSDeep Study of GOODS--NN
 To image theTo image the faintest radio starburst galaxies and AGN systems in the faintest radio starburst galaxies and AGN systems in the 

GOODSGOODS--N region which to date have only been studied statistically     N region which to date have only been studied statistically     
–– designed to directly address the following key science drivers:designed to directly address the following key science drivers:

 To extend the starTo extend the star--formation (SF) density history to formation (SF) density history to redshiftsredshifts >5 and thus >5 and thus 
trace the evolution of startrace the evolution of star--formation through cosmic time.formation through cosmic time.

 To determine the contribution of AGN to activity in the distant To determine the contribution of AGN to activity in the distant galaxy galaxy 
population and separate AGN from starbursts by high resolution mpopulation and separate AGN from starbursts by high resolution multiulti--
frequency observations.frequency observations.

 To investigate the role of AGN in driving and controlling the SFTo investigate the role of AGN in driving and controlling the SF processesprocesses

 To statistically characterize the nature of the subTo statistically characterize the nature of the sub--µµJyJy radio population radio population –– the the 
target objects for the SKAtarget objects for the SKA



New UltraNew Ultra--Deep Study of GOODSDeep Study of GOODS--NN
 ee--MERLIN will exceed the depth of the existing MERLIN combination MERLIN will exceed the depth of the existing MERLIN combination map map 

in just 24 hours of onin just 24 hours of on--source integration.source integration.
 LL--Band: Single pointing centre, 20 full tracks including Lovell teBand: Single pointing centre, 20 full tracks including Lovell telescope.lescope.
 Central 10 Central 10 arcminutearcminute field field 11 ~ ~ 500nJy/beam500nJy/beam
 Outer 30 Outer 30 arcminutearcminute field field 11 ~ ~ 11µµJy/beamJy/beam

Adding matched EVLA Adding matched EVLA 
AA--array data to recover array data to recover 
source structures   source structures   
>3.5 >3.5 arcsecarcsec::



New UltraNew Ultra--Deep Study of GOODSDeep Study of GOODS--NN
 ee--MERLIN will exceed the depth of the existing MERLIN combination MERLIN will exceed the depth of the existing MERLIN combination map map 

in just 24 hours of onin just 24 hours of on--source integration.source integration.
 LL--Band: Single pointing centre, 20 full tracks including Lovell teBand: Single pointing centre, 20 full tracks including Lovell telescope.lescope.
 Central 10 Central 10 arcminutearcminute field field 11 ~ ~ 350350nJynJy/beam/beam
 Outer 30 Outer 30 arcminutearcminute field field 11 ~ ~ 700700nnJy/beamJy/beam

 cfcf –– Original study:18 full tracks Original study:18 full tracks 
+42 hours VLA A+42 hours VLA A--arrayarray

 Central 10 Central 10 arcminutearcminute field onlyfield only
 11σσ ~ 3.3 ~ 3.3 µµJyJy/beam/beam

 ~100 sources >40~100 sources >40µµJyJy

100100



New UltraNew Ultra--Deep Study of GOODSDeep Study of GOODS--NN
 ee--MERLIN will exceed the depth of the existing MERLIN combination MERLIN will exceed the depth of the existing MERLIN combination map map 

in just 24 hours of onin just 24 hours of on--source integration.source integration.
 LL--Band: Single pointing centre, 20 full tracks.Band: Single pointing centre, 20 full tracks.
 Central 10 Central 10 arcminutearcminute field field 11 ~ ~ 350350nJy/beamnJy/beam
 Outer 30 Outer 30 arcminutearcminute field field 11 ~ ~ 700700nnJy/beamJy/beam

 ee--MERLIN+EVLA will image MERLIN+EVLA will image 
~850 individual starburst and ~850 individual starburst and 
AGN with an angular resolution AGN with an angular resolution 
of 200 of 200 masmas, complete to ~3, complete to ~3µµJy Jy 
(>10 times deeper than the original study)(>10 times deeper than the original study)

 In the surrounding 800 square In the surrounding 800 square 
arcminsarcmins, , ee--MERLIN+EVLA will MERLIN+EVLA will 
image ~2500 starimage ~2500 star--forming forming 
galaxies and ~1200 AGN galaxies and ~1200 AGN 
brighter than ~6brighter than ~6µµJyJy

New ultraNew ultra--deep deep 
CC--Band imageBand image

(100)(100)

850850

37003700

 5250:100  5250:100  >50x increase in source numbers !!>50x increase in source numbers !! Source populations    Source populations    
from from WilmanWilman et al 2008et al 2008



New UltraNew Ultra--Deep Study of GOODSDeep Study of GOODS--NN
 New CNew C--Band image: 7 pointing centres each with 3 long tracksBand image: 7 pointing centres each with 3 long tracks
 Mosaic pattern set for Lovell 3 Mosaic pattern set for Lovell 3 arcminutearcminute beambeam
 Inner 6Inner 6’’ 11 ~ ~ 350350nJy/beamnJy/beam
 66--1010’’ 11 ~ ~ 470470nJy/beamnJy/beam
 Resolution 40 Resolution 40 masmas

 MMatchedatched CC--Band Band 
EVLA data adds shortEVLA data adds short--
spacing spacing uvuv--coverage coverage 
to recover the very to recover the very 
heavily resolved radio heavily resolved radio 
structures with sizes structures with sizes 
> 1.2 > 1.2 arcsecondsarcseconds
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 Inner 6Inner 6’’ 11 ~ ~ 350350nJy/beamnJy/beam
 66--1010’’ 11 ~ ~ 470470nJy/beamnJy/beam
 Resolution 40 Resolution 40 masmas

 MMatchedatched CC--Band Band 
EVLA data adds shortEVLA data adds short--
spacing spacing uvuv--coverage coverage 
to recover the very to recover the very 
heavily resolved radio heavily resolved radio 
structures with sizes structures with sizes 
> 1.2 > 1.2 arcsecondsarcseconds

The ultraThe ultra--deep Cdeep C--Band combination image will:Band combination image will:

Map the starMap the star--forming regions in great detail (for the brighter starbursts)forming regions in great detail (for the brighter starbursts)

Separate and disentangle the AGN and starburst components of emiSeparate and disentangle the AGN and starburst components of emissionssion

Study the role that the AGN play in controlling starStudy the role that the AGN play in controlling star--formation via feedback      formation via feedback      
-- on subon sub--kpckpc scalesscales

Produce total intensity and spectral mapping across each detecteProduce total intensity and spectral mapping across each detected system  d system  

UltraUltra--deep combination imaging at both Ldeep combination imaging at both L--Band and CBand and C--Band with noise Band with noise 
levels ~500nJy/beam or lower will permit a statistical study of levels ~500nJy/beam or lower will permit a statistical study of the very the very 
faint faint nJynJy radio source population radio source population –– these are the target sources for SKA these are the target sources for SKA 



Tier 1 Tier 1 –– GOODSGOODS--N SummaryN Summary
 Combination LCombination L--Band images for several x 10Band images for several x 1033 individual sources across a individual sources across a 

3030’’ field complete to a few field complete to a few µµJyJy with with 11 ~ 500~ 500nJynJy/beam (200mas)./beam (200mas).
 Combination CCombination C--Band images for ~250 individual sources in the inner 10Band images for ~250 individual sources in the inner 10’’

field, again with field, again with 11 ~ 500~ 500nJynJy/beam (50mas)./beam (50mas).
 Statistical investigation of the Statistical investigation of the nJynJy population from galaxy stacking.population from galaxy stacking.
 These will be large datasets.These will be large datasets.
 All continuum images are wideAll continuum images are wide--field continuum images.field continuum images.
 For the EVLA and For the EVLA and ee--MERLIN ultimate sensitivity requires highMERLIN ultimate sensitivity requires high--dynamic dynamic 

range image subtraction of confusing sources on edge of primary range image subtraction of confusing sources on edge of primary beamsbeams

 ee--MERLIN should be running at close to full specification from midMERLIN should be running at close to full specification from mid 20102010
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